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Woohoo! Wimpy Steve: Snow Much Fun! (Book 8) is finally available! Sorry for the delay in getting this book out! We were waiting for the Minecraft 1.9 and 1.10 updates to be released so we could include the awesome new snow biome stuff! We hope you enjoy Wimpy Steve™'s latest adventure! From the International Bestselling Authors of the Wimpy Steve series, the first Minecraft diary books! The series previously published as Diary of a Wimpy Steve is NOW Wimpy Steve! It™s the same bestselling Minecraft diary series, with a fresh NEW look! Wimpy Steve: Snow Much Fun! (Book 8) takes you on a hilarious adventure through an amazing Ice Spikes Biome, across the arctic tundra, and into the one-of-a-kind Ice Spikes Village! Join Wimpy Steve as he meets some cute new mobs, heads off a frozen farming fiasco, stumbles upon several scary subterranean situations, and makes a new frozen friend! Follow Wimpy Steve as he makes important discoveries like: Awesome ways to use Minecraft SNOW! Sometimes the fastest way down the hill is the BEST. WAY. EVER! The REAL reason villagers don™t like zombies! There™s a new lurker in the woods! Sometimes a àœhelpingà • friend isn™t so helpful! There™s more than just villagers in villages! And much, MUCH more! With charming original illustrations and creative storytelling, Wimpy Steve: Snow Much Fun! is a must-read for any kid who loves Minecraft! Kids ages 6-14 (even reluctant readers) can™t wait to àœdig inà • to these Minecraft adventures! Grab your copy of Wimpy Steve: Snow Much Fun! (Book 8) now and continue Wimpy Steve™s hilarious adventure today! *** Read It FREE With Kindle Unlimited Or Prime Membership! Don't have a Kindle device? No worries! Read it on your PC, Mac, Tablet or Smartphone! ***Disclaimer: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book. Minecraft®/TM & © 2009-2015 Mojang AB/Notch
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in the new peaceful paradise steve should end up on a beach with villagers thriving everywhere. Steve should see a recipe for a fishing rod and eventually he gets a water breathing potion and swims to atlantis where the "floating book thingy" is. BUT the place is swarmed with mobs. steve should acquire an iron chestplate and sword. he should get tipped arrows with poisen and instant damage. he should also get a healing potion. after heroicaly fighting the mobs, his loot should be: "1 diamond, 2 emeralds, 7 iron, 6 bones, a spawn wolf, diamond boots , and iron leggings.". After that the next book should be called "Glitches, bugs, and silverfish". use the dog as the glitch, spiders as bugs, and silverfish on bats. Yours truly, EmeraldModded.

so after almost dieing in a haunted house he now has to battle monsters in the snow/ice spikes world and he makes a new snowy friends there that helps him fight and push back any mobs that go near him and he finds a polar bear and he thinks it will attack him but its just another adventure in wimpy steves world! i hope you make a new book soon! but bye for now.-joshiewoshie12

I think your 8th book was COOL. get the pun?? in the next book can the hacker kid and wimpy steve have a battle where steve finds out that dirk the jerk (book 1) is the hacker and who is the old man? -philbertmom

I loved it! I've been waiting for this for a while, and it was well worth the wait for all the 1.9 & 1.10 stuff! Keep up the awesome work!-ExplodingEmerald
It is fanely here dairy of a wimpy steve snow much fun its fanly here I'm writing this at about 10:00 p.m and it is friday the 3rd day of school thank you for adding the new update stuff and could you add one called "Jorney to the nether" where wimpy steve finds a nether portle and goes in it and the teleproter book is in the nether forress or "The end is near" Where the same thing happens but the book is in the mansion and thats where he gets home but see whats happens there don't end the series

Hi! Best book series ever! Snow much fun indeed! I love it and would recommend it for ages 8-13 Best Ever! When is book 9 coming out? I cang wait! Or is there no book 9â¡ *Gasp*!Keep up the good work!- Theenderdragongirl

im dustin w. and the wimpy steve series is awesome you have jungle biomes to snow biomes plus funny stuff as your along for the ride i cant wait until he meets the hacker kid and goes home it will be an amazing finale. thanks minecrafty family !!!!!!!!! your amazing

I really like this book because it's funny, it has nicely drawn pictures, and it talks about Minecraft from the perspective of a newbie. I recommend this book to kids and adults who like Minecraft or are just looking for a good book. Sam F.
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